Why did the London Millennium Bridge shake when there was a big enough crowd walking on it? What features of human walking dynamics when coupled to a shaky surface produce such shaking? Here, we use a simple biped model capable of walking stably in three dimensions to examine these questions. We simulate multiple such stable bipeds walking simultaneously on a bridge, showing that they naturally synchronize under certain conditions, but that synchronization is not required to shake the bridge. Under such shaking conditions, the simulated walkers increase their step widths and expend more metabolic energy than when the bridge does not shake. We also find that such bipeds can walk stably on externally shaken treadmills, synchronizing with the treadmill motion for a range of oscillation amplitudes and frequencies. Our simulations illustrate how interactions between (idealized) bipeds through the walking surface can produce emergent collective behaviour that may not be exhibited by just a single biped.
Introduction
Large lateral oscillations of bridges and walkways owing to pedestrian interactions have been observed on the London Millennium Bridge, Changi Mezzanine Bridge and many others [1] . These oscillations have been studied by observing humans as they walk on bridges [2, 3] and laterally oscillating treadmills [1, 4] , by modelling walkers using non-biological oscillators [5, 6] or inplace stepping models without forward walking [6] [7] [8] . Here, we perform threedimensional simulations of multiple walkers to investigate how pedestrianinduced oscillations emerge from the dynamics of a simplified but mechanistically based model of a human walking on a shaky bridge.
We explore these pedestrian-induced oscillations by considering principles underlying how humans walk. Minimization of metabolic energy can approximately explain a variety of human walking behaviours [9] . We previously showed that walking in synchrony with lateral bridge oscillations lowers the walking energy cost, suggesting the usefulness of synchrony [10] . Here, by contrast, we use the human preference to walk without falling down (being stable) to model the observed phenomena [8] . The human body is a top-heavy object, often modelled as an inverted pendulum [9] , and is generally unstable without active feedback control. We show that the dynamics of feedback-stabilized walking bipeds, when coupled with the bridge's dynamics, can produce bridge oscillations and pedestrian synchrony.
Methods (a) Biped model and walking mechanics
We model a walking human using a classical biped model [9] with a point-mass upper body with mass m and massless legs with point-feet (figure 1a). This biped uses planar inverted pendulum walking as the 'nominal periodic motion,' i.e. the motion when external perturbations are absent. This planar motion implies that a single pedestrian can walk without shaking the bridge, thus removing finite step widths as a mechanism for bridge oscillation. This allows us to examine the stability response in isolation. Each step of the biped is an inverted pendulum motion: the point-mass body vaults over the point-foot with constant leg length ' 0 (figure 1b). Transitions between one inverted pendular phase and the next are accomplished by a push-off impulse I push-off by the trailing leg and a heel-strike impulse I heel-strike by the leading leg. At any moment, exactly one leg touches the ground (the stance leg). The massless swing leg has no dynamics; the foot is simply placed at the appropriate location for the next step. This inverted pendular walking is parameterized by forward walking speed and step frequency. We use these two parameters to explore diversity in pedestrian properties.
While the nominal motion is planar and periodic, the biped can move in three dimensions. The biped is capable of three-dimensional inverted pendulum walking, pivoting about foot positions (x foot , y foot ) anywhere on the ground plane, while maintaining constant leg length ' 0 . After the motion is initiated, the biped can affect further motion by choosing the subsequent foot positions and push-off impulses. The heel-strike impulse is determined by the condition that the leg length rate after heel-strike must be zero to be consistent with the inverted pendulum motion. See the electronic supplementary material for equations, simulation details, modelling rationale and discussion of these simplifying assumptions.
(b) Feedback control to enable stable walking.
Inverted pendulum walking without feedback control is unstable: the biped cannot recover from sideways pushes if the feet remain at their nominal positions. To stabilize this biped in the presence of perturbations, we implement a feedback controller for footplacement and push-off impulse based on human behaviour and other simple models [11] . When perturbed, the biped changes its foot position and push-off impulse from their nominal values (x foot,nominal , y foot,nominal , I push-off,nominal ) by (Dx foot , Dy foot , DI push-off ). These changes are linear functions of perceived deviations in centre-of-mass state from nominal (x error , _ x error , _ y error ). Specifically, the fore-aft foot position change is:
y error , where k 1 , k 2 , k 3 and k 4 are the gains for the controller. For foot placement, the biped steps in the direction of the perceived perturbation [11] , stepping rightwards if it is falling rightwards and taking a longer step if moving too fast forward (and similarly, stepping leftwards when falling leftward, etc.). We allow the foot to cross-over to the contralateral side as needed. The biped uses a smaller push-off impulse if going too fast.
While on a shaking surface, we assume the perceived sideways velocity error _ x error is weighted equally between velocity relative to earth (absolute) and velocity relative to the walking surface: _ x error ¼ ( _ x error,absolute þ _ x error,relative )=2. This represents humans weighting vision and proprioceptive sensors to produce a coherent body state estimate.
(c) Modelling a shaky bridge and a shaken treadmill
The shaky bridge is modelled as a mass that can move only sideways, attached to the world with a spring and damper with values corresponding to the London Millennium Bridge [5] . Given the bridge's finite mass, the bipeds can affect the bridge motion. We also consider walking on an externally shaken three dimensions inverted pendulum motion of step i three dimensions inverted pendulum motion of step i + 1 rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org Biol. Lett. 14: 20180564 treadmill with sinusoidal sideways oscillations of prescribed frequencies and amplitudes [1, 12] . In this case, the biped cannot affect the walking surface motion.
(d) Simulating a large crowd
We wish to simulate hundreds of pedestrians on the bridge. For computational tractability, we use a smaller number of simulated bipeds P and vary the individual biped mass to simulate a larger group of N 'effective' pedestrians with equal total mass. For example, to simulate N ¼ 400 effective pedestrians, we use P ¼ 80 bipeds, each with five human masses. This represents 80 groups of five pedestrians each, where all the five pedestrians in one group walk in synchrony, but the 80 groups need not be synchronized. This simplification is justified because the steady-state bridge and pedestrian motions depend on N but not P (figure 2a).
Results
In all simulations, the initial phase difference between the walkers and the bridge was random and had no effect on any of the steady-state results here. Electronic supplementary material, figures S3-S5 illustrate bridge-shaking biped behaviour for a range of model parameters.
(a) The biped is stable on solid ground
The biped's planar inverted pendulum walking motion was stable on non-moving ground: the maximum 'Floquet multiplier' had an absolute value of 0.4634 (less than 1 implies stability). Thus, the biped returns asymptotically to periodic inverted pendulum walking after any small discrete perturbation in three-dimensional space. (Large-enough rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org Biol. Lett. 14: 20180564
perturbations can make the biped fall.) In the limit of large bridge mass or slow imposed ground motions, the biped's behaviour approaches that on non-moving ground. When the biped is coupled to a shaky bridge or when on a shaken platform, the system changes substantially in a manner that produces the dynamical behaviour below. Electronic supplementary material, figure S2 shows how the biped falls in a few steps if the feedback controller is turned off (zero gains); if the gains are reversed in sign, the biped falls in fewer steps.
(b) Identical walkers shake the bridge if sufficiently many
The bridge oscillation amplitude depends on the effective number of pedestrians N ( figure 2a-b) . We find three regimes of steady-state behaviour: (i) For N less than 150, the bridge comes to rest at steady state, (ii) for N between 150 and 350, the steady-state motion of the bridge is oscillatory with multiple frequency components and (iii) for N of 350 and above, the steadystate motion of the bridge is oscillatory, matching the pedestrian stride-frequency. The bridge approaches these oscillatory steady states even if the initial bridge motion is arbitrarily small (electronic supplementary material, figures S3). Figure 2a ,c shows that bridge oscillations decay or grow in different regimes. When the bridge oscillates, the bipeds adopt a greater step width.
(c) Identical walkers synchronize
We quantify synchrony between pedestrians using the 'order parameter' ( [5] and electronic supplementary material, appendix S6). An order parameter of one implies perfect pedestrian synchrony with phase locking: all bipeds begin and end each step at the same time. An order parameter value of zero implies that pedestrians are far from being phaselocked. For identical walkers, we found two regimes: for N less than 150, pedestrians never synchronized with each other. At N of 150 and above, pedestrians synchronize with each other at steady state, with the time taken to achieve synchrony decreasing with increasing N (figure 2d).
(d) Non-identical walkers do not synchronize but do shake the bridge Real humans are not identical. We simulated multiple bipeds with different nominal step frequencies, drawn from a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 0.02 (nondimensional) about the mean frequency of our nominal walker. Such dissimilar bipeds never synchronized even at large N. However, despite not synchronizing, the bipeds shake the bridge at N of about 150 and above ( figure 2c,d) .
(e) Biped entrains to a shaken treadmill if the amplitude and frequency are right
When on a shaken treadmill, the biped synchronizes with treadmill motion for a small range of amplitudes and frequencies. When synchronized, the steady-state phase difference between the treadmill and biped motions depend on treadmill oscillations (figure 2e-f). For a given treadmill frequency, synchrony occurs at a narrow range of amplitudes: lower amplitudes fail to create synchrony and higher amplitudes cause the biped to fall (figure 2f). Similarly, synchrony only occurs for a narrow range of oscillation frequencies close to the nominal step frequency of the biped (figure 2g).
(f ) Energy cost increases when the bridge shakes
In a previous study, we had argued that humans could reduce their walking metabolic cost by optimally walking on a shaking bridge [10] . That model ignored stability considerations. Estimating the metabolic cost for gaits observed in this current study, we find that the metabolic cost is lowest when the biped walks on solid ground and increases when the bridge starts shaking (figure 2e). We hypothesize that the short-timescale response of the humans will be governed by the constraint that they should not fall (thus increasing the cost), but if the subjects continued to walk on shaky bridges, they may learn to walk energy-efficiently [10] , modifying their controller to be simultaneously energy-efficient and stable, perhaps using optimal feedback control [13] .
Discussion
Our simulations suggest that walking stability might contribute to pedestrian-induced lateral oscillations of bridges. While our bipeds could synchronize to each other on bridges, synchrony was not necessary for lateral oscillations. Our finding that bridge oscillations can occur with or without synchrony agrees with observations of people walking on bridges [2, 3] . We also find synchrony with externally shaken treadmills for a range of oscillation amplitudes and frequencies. Previous shaken-treadmill experiments [1, 12] did not find such synchronization but used amplitudes and frequencies where our model also found no synchronization. The human and bridge models used here are simplifications. Future work could use more complex biped models, more elaborate stabilizing controllers, and incorporate pedestrian-collision avoidance and visually based step-synchronizing tendencies of humans. In summary, we have focused on a bioinspired feedback controller for the biped, which produces bridge oscillations. It is conceivable that non-human-like controllers exist that stabilize locomotion but do not shake the bridge.
Data accessibility. The computer code is available at the Dryad data repository [14] with doi:10.5061/dryad.47v99r0 (https://doi.org/10. 5061/dryad.47v99r0).
